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Topic Significance

Market Landscape
& Use Case
• Mortgage Originations continue
to flourish, approaching $4.4
trillion (year-end 2020).
• Credit unions accounted for
$316.7 billion for 7.3% market
share.
• First mortgage strategy will be
key.
“As the mortgage lending marketplace
continues to evolve and digitize, credit unions
would be well-served to continue evaluating
processes to ensure the institution is positioned
to serve current and future members.”
- Samantha Cristobal, May 24, 2021, creditunions.com

Test Case Recommendations

We recommend customizing relationships with
local not-for-profits that support low-income
housing. Organizations should evaluate loan
products to fit those of lower income areas &
that comply with government programs.

“BECU has been looking for ways to address the housing issue in a way that goes beyond
grant making and to use our balance sheet (investments or loans),”
-Tom Berquist, EVP & Chief Marketing Officer BECU
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A CU GUIDE TO CHATBOT IMPLEMENTATION – MEET YOUR
NEWEST EMPLOYEE!
E N V I R O N M E N TA L S C A N - T E A M 6
•

Benjamin Maxim, Michigan State University FCU

•

Jim Hossfeld, SchoolsFirst FCU

•

Kirun Amiri, Kinecta FCU

•

Sara Kraft, Wings Financial CU
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CHATBOTS- TOPIC SIGNIFICANCE & REWARDS

Improvements for the Member Experience

Chatbot
A computer program designed to simulate
conversation with human users

How many I
serve you?

24/7 member support

Reduce member wait
time

Improved accuracy of
information provided

Improvements for the Credit Union

Capture
Use as first tier
Adapt to
reoccurring
of support for
member
themes in chat
Reduce cost per
members
behavior
to improve
member
allowing team to
changes during
member
transaction
focus on more
the pandemic to
experiences and
complex
product/service more self-serve
interactions
channels
suite

CHATBOTS- MARKET LANDSCAPE & USE CASE

The market is extremely large and diverse, both in
vendor strategies and in what needs of the enterprise the
vendor targets.
Ø

In a market where nobody is vastly ahead of the
pack, selecting the best fit for current and short/midterm needs becomes essential for success.
Ø

Due to the wide variety of use cases, levels of
sophistication, language and geographical support (and
strategies of vendors) vendor selection is all about best
fit.
Ø

The market is constrained by support for language
and language variants. Understanding the level of
support for required languages and domain capabilities is
essential to making a good choice.
Ø

Conversational AI Platforms (CAIP) use cases include
Low to Massive efforts depending on company goals.

Chatbot Implementation Checklist
To build or to buy?
•Attempting to deploy home-grown chatbots without prior practical knowledge of the do's and don'ts of such an enterprise can turn the implementation into a flawed, random, and
expensive project; this is not a technology project member experience should be the focus – member experience employees should lead the project

Security and Privacy
•Protect member and other company-sensitive info!

Set the right expectations
•Before implementing a chatbot, all users should be aware of the various use cases, capabilities, and benefits of this new tool. If employees are not fully aware of the bot’s purpose,
operation and limitations, you will end up with a low adoption rate, lower returns on the project and, more than likely, a project’s failure.
•Address employee resistance; bot is here to automate repetitive work
•Test, test, test!

User Experience & Measuring Success
•Incorporating NLP and Machine Learning into your chatbots is an essential component of personalized user experience.
•measure the user experience of your chatbots

Human Hand-off
•organization needs to make sure that there is always someone who can carry on the conversation when the chatbot fails. The option of transferring the conversation to the human
should be as seamless as possible, so as to reduce its impact on the user’s experience

Future Proof Your Bot
•Make sure that your chatbot can take advantage of any AI service available today and build it so to scale it for future services. This can be achieved by selecting bot platforms that
include cognitive capture and user sentiment.

Brand Your Bot
•Decide on brand personality & tone
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CHATBOTS-ADOPTION & CASE STUDIES

L OW C OMP L E X IT Y
A d o p tio n C as e S tu d y:
K a ci fro m K in e cta F C U

ME D IU M C OMP L E X IT Y
A d o p tio n C as e S tu d y:
Gen e fro m MS U F C U

Kaci is Kinecta’s chatbot that can assist with
common, non transactional questions.
Ø Kaci was recently implemented
Ø The goal was to have the bot handle requests that
members might typically call the contact center for,
therefore reducing number of calls and wait time
Ø Lesson learned: A dedicated person or group is
necessary to keep Kaci up to date as business
hours, processes, documents, etc. change even
though this is considered a LOW complexity
implementation.

Ø

Ø

Reviewing member feedback and common
questions asked should be done regularly to ensure
adoption and satisfaction.
Ø

Ø

Cost to implement year 1 $58k, 5 month project

Gene was implemented as an internal knowledge chatbot.
Ø Took top knowledge base documents and trained the chatbot with
the help of Boost.AI in a quick 10-day build out, then invited 60
employees across Branches, Call Center, Deposit Operations and
eServices team to use the chatbot over the course of 4 weeks and
surveyed them on their experience.
Ø Post pilot we estimate we will be able to automate 2,000
employee-to-employee interactions per month saving time and
providing operational efficiency including shorter hold times,
redeploying employees to member facing calls, and more
Ø Approved and rolled out to all employees January 2021
Ø Since Launch - Gene is able to either solve or partially solve the
employee's request 94% of the time.
Ø Between the beginning of April and August, Gene is averaging
about 146 conversations per week. Conversations range to less than
a minute with one question per session, to several hours with a
variety of questions throughout the day.
Ø In July 2021, Gene had 795 conversations, where the employees
averaged sending 2.01 messages during the conversation.
Ø Cost to Implement Year 1 $100,000+, 10 week project to build out

Gene

CHATBOTS-ADOPTION & CASE STUDIES

H IGH L E V E L C OMP L E X IT Y
A d o p tio n C as e S tu d y:
F ra n fro m MS U F C U
Fran was implemented as Member Service chatbot Fran
with live agent failover
Ø Piloted with employees for 2 months growing base
data base from 250 intents to more than 1,000 (currently
more than 10,000 intents are included in Fran)
Ø Moved from 3hrs to 8hr to 24hr service
Ø Interacts with VISA API’s
Ø 2020 Stats
Ø

Ø

50,978 unique users

Ø

92,131 chats exchanged

Ø

2 min. 4. sec chat length

Ø

Popular questions
Ø

How do I get a loan?

Ø

Can I become a member?

Ø

COVID-19 information

Cost to Implement Year 1 $150,000+, 10 months to
build out
Ø

Next Up for Fran

ØIncrease Self-Service capabilities including connection to
intelligent automation workflows including RPA
ØBuild in more complex “behind the login” banking
transactions like displaying balance & transactions,
transfer funds, pay bills and more
ØProactive data mining and insights (ex. “Your payment is
due Friday would you like to pay it now?”; “Looks like you
got an extra paycheck this month would you like to set
aside $200 towards your savings goal?”)
ØBuild in context to NLP such as emotional sentiment
scoring to determine if member is joking, sarcastic, angry,
etc.

CHATBOTS- RISKS & TEST CASE

Implementation Risks

Risk Mitigation

In-house skillset may be lacking in many credit unions

Invest in the resources; will be needed to ensure ongoing
accuracy and enhanced sophistication

Many third-party vendors are new to the market

Learn from the experience of other CUs and CUSOs

Member adoption based on initial impression

Consider starting with simple functions to build trust.
Consider a pilot with employees/employee families to iron
out early issues

Key Step

•

Define
the why

Engage a fintech provider or CUSO
offering OOTB solutions
•
•

Leverage expertise and
decrease implementation time.
Take advantage of
enhancements that were
introduced rapidly during
COVID

Clearly define what you want a
chatbot to accomplish
•

Level of complexity will vary
widely based on the
application

Develop a charter that defines a
broader vision and detailed
objectives
•

•

This will help set
organizational priorities and
focus work efforts
Also allows for deliverables to
be prioritized and expanded
incrementally

Understand the need for ongoing
updates and maintenance
•

•

Machine learning should
result in better functionality
over time
As information changes, the
chatbot needs to be ‘told’ as
well
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WANT

MORE?

DIVE DEEPER
Have questions or comments about
today’s webinar?
Visit filene.org/i3 to learn more about the i3
program and see how the new wave of credit union
professionals explore complex problems, see with
new perspective, and discover breakout solutions.
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